A new ground-based experimental device, the Space Plasma Environment Research Facility (SPERF), is being designed at Harbin Institute of Technology in China, with Asymmetric REconnection eXperiment-3 Dimensional (AREX-3D) as one of the experimental components to study the asymmetric reconnection dynamics relevant to the interaction between the interplanetary and magnetospheric plasmas. The asymmetry in the designed magnetic reconnection process not only refers to the distinct plasma parameters designed for the two upstream regions across the current sheet, but also refers to the inhomogeneity in the direction along the current sheet resulting from the designed 3D magnetic field geometry. These two asymmetries are fundamental features of the reconnection process at the Earth's magnetopause. In experiment, the reconnection process is driven by a set of flux cores through coil-currentramp-up from the 'magnetosheath-side' to interact with a dipole magnetic field generated by the Dipole Research EXperiment (DREX) coil on the 'magnetosphere-side'. The AREX-3D will be able to investigate a range of important reconnection issues in 3D magnetic field geometry that is relevant to the Earth's magnetopause. A wide range of plasma parameters can be achieved through inductive plasma generation with flux cores on the 'magnetosheath-side' and electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) with microwave sources on the 'magnetosphere-side', e.g. high (low) plasma density at experimental magnetosheath (dipole) side. Different reconnection regimes and geometries can be produced by adjusting plasma parameters and coil setups as well as coil current waveforms. The three-dimensional magnetic field configurations in the SPERF relevant to the dayside magnetopause reconnection are discussed in detail.
Introduction
Magnetic reconnection is the topological rearrangement of magnetic field configuration through breaking and rejoining of magnetic field lines [1] [2] [3] . It is also a widely observed process for energy conversion in magnetized plasma by releasing the energy stored in the magnetic field to plasma, leading to plasma heating and particle acceleration [4] [5] [6] [7] . Magnetic reconnection has been regarded as a key process in the evolution of solar flares, coronal heating, and in the dynamics of the Earth's magnetosphere causing fundamental changes in macroscopic magnetic configurations [8] [9] [10] . It also occurs in fusion plasmas as well as in other laboratory plasmas [11, 12] . In the Earth's magnetosphere, reconnection is believed to occur at magnetopause due to the interaction between the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the geomagnetic field, where charged particles can be accelerated along field lines toward the polar regions giving rise to the energy loading to the nightside, with possible consequences of nightside reconnection and substorms [13, 14] . The features of the reconnection depend on the north-south polarity of the IMF, namely on the merging angles of field lines [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In fact, in the dayside magnetopause, when the IMF is southward, reconnection occurs on an X-line in the equatorial region; and when the IMF is northward, it does on a separator between two nulls in the cusp region. Recent detailed data from laboratory experiments, satellite observations, theoretical analysis and numerical simulations have advanced the understanding of magnetic reconnection on the dayside magnetopause [20] [21] [22] [23] . In particular, during the collisionless space plasma, Hall out-of-plane magnetic fields due to Hall current system arising from the separation of ions and electrons in the ion scale diffusion region has been reported at the dayside magnetopause [24] [25] [26] , consistent with the collisionless reconnection model [24] .
Ground-based experiments play an important role in the investigation of magnetic reconnection dynamics due to their controllable reconnection process and the state-of-art plasma diagnostics providing local and global measurements in a wide range of time scales. In particular, the fast magnetic reconnection processes relevant to space plasma have been experimentally investigated in many devices, such as linear geometry devices including LArge Plasma Device (LAPD) at UCLA [27] , Reconnection Scaling eXperiment (RSX) at Los Alamos [28] , CS-3D device in Russia [29] and Linear Magnetic Plasmas (LMP) in USTC [30] , spheromak geometry devices including TS-4 at the University of Tokyo [31] and Swarthmore Spheromak eXperiment (SSX) at Swarthmore college [32] , and toroidal geometry devices including Magnetic Reconnection eXperiment (MRX) [33, 34] , Versatile Toroidal Facility (VTF) at MIT [35] . Nevertheless, the geometry of most of the current experiments are either linear or toroidal geometry, which is very different from the geometry that is relevant to the magnetosphere plasma. Thus to study magnetic reconnection in a geometry that is relevant to the Earth's magnetosphere is of great importance to answering important physics questions that cannot be addressed by the present reconnection devices.
Although theoretical, computational and experimental studies as well as satellite and ground observations have made great achievements in past decades in understanding magnetic reconnection, many questions of magnetic reconnection still remain. In particular, the physics of the three-dimensional (3D) magnetic reconnection is poorly understood, as well as that of the reconnection in the asymmetric current sheet system. In addition, roles of the electron diffusion region and the boundary effect on the reconnection that were found to be important for 2D reconnection in 3D reconnection are unclear. We note that these issues are directly related to the space plasma environment that is crucially important to spacecraft. Thus, experimental investigation of the magnetic reconnection processes in the 3D geometry that is relevant to that of the Earth's magnetosphere become significantly noteworthy for understanding these issues, and well-designed experimental device is required for such investigations. Recently, a scientific project for fundamental researches on the space environment, called the Space Environment Simulation and Research Infrastructure or SESRI, is being planned at Harbin Institute of Technology, in which the Space Plasma Environment Research Facility (SPERF) for geospace plasmas simulation is one of its major facilities. The Asymmetric REconnection eXperiment-3 Dimensional (AREX-3D) subsystem, as a component of the SPERF, is being designed for the investigation of the 3D asymmetric magnetic reconnection process relevant to that at the magnetopause.
It has to be pointed out that, since the experiments in AREX-3D are limited in a closed chamber while the IMF and magnetopause configurations are formed in an open space, there should be certain discrepancy in the global topology of the field configuration between AREX-3D and magnetosphere. Therefore, rather than completely recreating IMFmagnetosphere interaction environment, AREX-3D experiments are designed to emphasize two crucial issues of dayside magnetopause reconnection. First, topologically, we focus on the local reconnection geometry similar to that at magnetopause with various IMF orientations. Second, physically, we focus on typical dayside reconnection features, i.e., threedimensionality and asymmetry. To achieve the purpose, AREX-3D is designed to be able to achieve a wide range of experimental parameters with advanced diagnoses, and it will be a user facility for worldwide researchers to investigate essential physics of 3D asymmetric magnetic reconnection relevant to that at the magnetopause. AREX-3D subsystem consists of magnetosheath coils and a dipole coil shared with DREX subsystem [36] . In this paper, we focus on the design of the 3D magnetic field configuration of AREX-3D.
Overview of AREX-3D
The schematic diagram of SPERF is shown in figure 1(a) . It has a cylindrical vacuum chamber of 12 m in length and 5 m in diameter, and is composed of a set of magnetic field coils, plasma sources, antennas for electromagnetic wave generation and plasma diagnostic equipment. The coil system to generate the magnetic field geometry relevant to the magnetopause contains five magnetosheath coils (flux cores) for producing both 'magnetosheath' plasma and reconnecting field and a dipole coil for producing analogous magnetic field to the magnetosphere as sketched in figure 1(b) by coloring. Multiple sets of coils allow SPERF to achieve a wide spatial range relevant to the space environment to make SPERF a scientific facility with capable of investigating large-scale geospace environment with flexibility. There are two subsystems in SPERF, AREX-3D and DREX, combined for the 3D asymmetric reconnection study. In this paper, our descriptions focus on the design of the magnetic field configuration of AREX-3D in SPERF, while the detailed theoretical analysis and numerical simulations for plasma physics processes in AREX-3D will be reported in the future.
The physical goal of the AREX-3D is to explore 3D asymmetric magnetic reconnection and associated phenomena in geometric and parametric regimes for both local reconnection dynamics and global structure relevant to the magnetosphere plasma. Thus, AREX-3D provides an effective platform for establishing models of reconnection physics relevant to space plasmas by ground experiments, which mutually complements the theoretical research as well as the satellite observation and enrich the research contents of the plasma physics. With the achievement of a wide range of plasma parameters and magnetic field configurations through the arrangement of the coil geometry and the current waveform, AREX-3D can be operated in two scenarios:
(1) Geometry relevant to the magnetopause reconnection with southward/northward IMF Both the dipole coil and the magnetosheath coils are on, the configuration similar to the coupling configuration between the southward IMF and magnetosphere is formed. The dipole coil provides the Earth-like dipole field and the magnetosheath coils provide the magnetosheath-like field for AREX-3D to simulate the 3D asymmetric magnetic reconnection relevant to that on the dayside magnetopause. Meanwhile, magnetic field configuration relevant to magnetopause reconnection with northward IMF can be easily implemented by changing coil current direction of the magnetosheath coils or the dipole coil.
(2) Geometry relevant to magnetopause reconnection with changeable IMF orientations
The dipole coil is designed rotatable in two directions around the x-and y-axis with a range of ±30°. Thus, the 3D configuration relevant to magnetopause reconnection with the variation of IMF orientation can be formed.
Conceptual design of the magnetic field configuration
As shown in section 2, to achieve the scientific goals of AREX-3D, a unique set of coils is used to generate the relevant magnetic field geometry and driving magnetic reconnection, while plasma generation using inductive and microwave methods allows SPERF to achieve a wide range of plasma parameters, e.g. high/low plasma densities at experimental magnetosheath/dipole sides. In this section, the conceptual design of magnetic field configuration of various scenarios in AREX-3D is introduced, which was accomplished with vacuum magnetic field calculations and preliminary magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) simulation. The corresponding Hall MHD and hybrid simulation results for the detail experiment design will be reported in future work.
Vacuum magnetic field calculations
As listed above, two scenarios of AREX-3D have been designed to investigate the reconnection dynamics relevant to magnetopause reconnection namely southward/northward IMFs, and variable IMF orientations. Without further specific notification, the vacuum field calculations are performed with the dipole coil operating in almost its half capacity with a total current of 1000 kA crossing the section, the upper and lower magnetosheath coils working in their full capacity with a total current of 480 kA crossing the section, and the three middle coils working in their half capacity with a total current of 240 kA crossing the section, where the current of each coil is set to be the typical parameters of AREX-3D experiment design. The high current power supply and water cooling system are also planned to maintain the generated magnetic field for several milliseconds in a typical discharge.
(1) Geometry relevant to magnetopause reconnection with southward/northward IMFs Vacuum magnetic field configurations relevant to the dayside magnetopause with a southward IMF is shown in figure 2(a) with the dipole coil, shared with DREX, and the magnetosheath coils working together. It can be seen that a 'dayside' X-line is formed on the equatorial plane. For the case with a northward IMF, the current direction of the magnetosheath coils or the dipole coil is reversed, and the corresponding magnetic field configuration is shown in figure 2 (b) (with the dipole coil current reversal only). To clearly show the structure of the magnetic field lines for the case with a northward IMF, figure 3 illustrates the magnetic field line with different topological groups in different colors. It can be seen that magnetic field lines reconnect in the cusp region where two magnetic nulls are formed.
(2) Geometry relevant to magnetopause reconnection with changeable IMF orientations
The dipole coil is designed rotatable in two directions about the x-and y-axis with a range of ±30°. Thus, by changing the axis orientation of the dipole coil, the 3D magnetic field configuration relevant to dayside magnetopause configurations with a variety of IMF orientations can be formed, as shown in figure 4 . With the dipole coil rotated around the x-axis, the reconnection dynamics with a separator (or a guide field in the 2D geometry) can be experimentally studied, and a pair of magnetic nulls connected by the separator can be clearly seen in figure 4(a) . With the dipole coil tilted around the y-axis, the magnetic reconnection geometry similar to that in space for the case with a titled IMF is formed as shown in figure 4(b) .
Here, we have introduced two scenarios in AREX-3D focusing on their magnetic field configurations designed to study reconnection dynamics relevant to dayside magnetopause reconnection with typical IMF orientations. Based on the vacuum magnetic field configuration designed for AREX-3D, numerical simulations have been applied for dynamics study to provide a solid basis for the feasibility of the AREX-3D experiments.
Preliminary results of MHD simulations
Although vacuum magnetic calculations have laid a foundation for AREX-3D conceptual design, a sound physics basis should be established with plasma dynamics. Therefore, in this section we present MHD simulations with the vacuum field configuration described in section 3.1 as the initial condition.
The time evolution of AREX-3D plasma and magnetic field can be approximately simulated by the following set of dimensionless Hall MHD equations [37] :
where r is the plasma mass density, v is the plasma bulk velocity, p is the plasma thermal pressure, and B is the We in this paper focus on a few typical cases to demonstrate the evolution of magnetic reconnection configurations, and detail dynamics will be further analyzed in future work. The initial magnetic field given in normalized units is set to the magnetic field generated by the dipole coil through the vacuum magnetic field calculation described in section 3.1. The initial plasma density is assumed to be constant for simplicity, and the initial plasma velocity is set to figure 5 can be used in the Cartesian coordinate system to simulate the cylinder chamber for simplicity due to the large enough device so that the boundary effect is not important. On the simulation boundaries, free boundary condition at = x L x1 and conducting boundary condition at =  y L y and =  z L z are applied. Then we carry out the simulation for the two scenarios discussed above. to simulate the driving effect of the magnetosheath coils. Magnetic field configurations and velocity flow patterns in the vicinity of the reconnection region are illustrated in figure 6 . A 'dayside' X-line of the magnetic field and a stagnation line of the plasma flow can be clearly seen from the simulation results. In figure 6 , the inflow structure along the x-axis and the outflow structure in the x-z plane also provide strong evidence for the occurrence of 3D magnetic reconnection. The features of the X-line are determined by the strength of the driving magnetic field and the plasma flow.
The 3D reconnection configurations with various IMF orientations are simulated by choosing different driving conditions at = x L . x2 For the case with the rotated dipole coil about the x-axis, the driving boundary condition at = x L x2 are setting as = -v 0.1,
y with a rotating angle of 30°. In figure 7(a) for the magnetic field line structure obtained in this simulation case, a pair of magnetic nulls and a separator connecting the two are formed, a topology the same as the vacuum magnetic field configuration calculated in section 3.1. For the case with the tilted dipole coil about the y-axis, the driving boundary condition at = x L x2 are setting as = -v 0.1,
with a tilting angle of 30°. The magnetic reconnection configuration is then obtained by the MHD simulation, as shown in figure 7(b) , similar to that of the vacuum magnetic field calculation in the last subsection. In the above preliminary MHD simulation, the reconnection configurations relevant to the dayside magnetopause reconnection with a few typical IMF orientations have been studied. In these cases, the magnetic field configuration similar to that in magnetosphere can be clearly observed. Particularly, with the plasma flow pattern, such as that in the southward IMF case, the simulation offers further support for AREX-3D design. The results then put the conceptual design on a much more concrete basis. The detail simulation studies will be carried out in future work.
The experiment proposals are set up upon the foundation of the capability of characterizing and measuring the plasma parameters and magnetic field profiles for AREX-3D experiments. A series of diagnostic equipment for local and global information of plasma and magnetic field will be available for the future experiment, such as various kinds of probes for the plasma density and fluctuations and so on.
Conclusion
A new ground-based experimental device, the Space Plasma Environment Research Facility (SPERF), is under construction at Harbin Institute of Technology, with the Asymmetric REconnection eXperiment-3 Dimensional (AREX-3D) system as an important component. AREX-3D is designed to provide a platform for studying 3D asymmetric magnetic reconnection process relevant to that at the magnetopause. This accomplished by using a unique set of coils, consisting magnetosheath coil set and a dipole coil, to generate a magnetic field geometry that is locally similar to magnetopause, coupled with a wide range of plasma parameters enabled by the inductive plasma generation with flux cores on the 'magnetosheath-side' and ECR with microwave sources on the 'magnetosphere-side'. Different reconnection regimes and geometries can be produced by adjusting plasma parameters and coil setups as well as coil current waveforms. For example, by controlling the current direction in coils and the orientation of the dipole coil, the effects of different IMF orientations on the 3D asymmetric magnetic reconnection can be studied. The presented conceptual design of the magnetic field configuration for AREX-3D is based on both vacuum magnetic field calculation and preliminary MHD simulation results. Formations of 3D X-line and magnetic null-point in simulated magnetic reconnection configuration are clearly demonstrated. More detailed simulation results will be reported in future publications.
